Abstract: Shifts in the timing of plant phenology (the timing of life history events such as flowering or leafing) are the most reported biological indicator of climate change and critical to accurate predictions of carbon storage and a suite of other important ecosystem services. Progress towards prediction, however, has been slow because the major cues known to drive phenology—temperature (including winter chilling and spring forcing) and photoperiod—generally covary in nature and may interact, making accurate predictions of plant responses to climate change potentially complex. Alternatively, recent work suggests many species may be dominated by one cue, which would make predictions much simpler. Here I review how these cues underlie the phenology of diverse species, from winegrapes to North American forest trees. I show how long-term records of plant phenology can help us better understand how climate itself is changing but also highlight the difficulties of
using long-term records and field experiments to make robust predictions. I end with data from controlled environments that capture the diversity of cues species use to time spring leafout each year, and what this means for predictions of future phenology and plant communities.
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